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first i'll mention how to get a pixel-by-pixel jpegs image from a nikon d750 raw-file. it's probably possible to use the
adobe lightroom/photoshop converter without a 'first' conversion to jpeg, but i didn't try it. i often use this method to

work on my files and get them to look 'right' before i try to do anything on them with other software and it's worth
mentioning that i do this really slow. so, a pixel-by-pixel jpegs image is actually the exif values for the pixel-by-pixel

rgb data extracted from the d750 raw-file, which is a very small jpeg that is 5,215 pixels wide by 2,480 pixels tall. the
raw-file has the exif values (even though the raw-file is bigger) and you can get 'true' pixel-by-pixel data back from it,
but if you're not savvy then there's a way to use the exif information to be able to view just the pixel-by-pixel jpegs
image and if you're really lucky you can even use this method to convert a nikon raw-file into 'true' pixel-by-pixel

jpegs images. i bought a nikon d750 and d810 for their good color science. let's see how they compare to my
panasonic gh4 and sony a7 ii. i had a couple of gh4s but i only have two a7 iis now because the gopro bugs are

impossible to fix, so their ability to get it right. i would love to have another a7 ii but since i like the d750 better than
the d810 i'd end up with two cameras that have just the same ability and probably just a much cheaper price. i only

use my canon image profiles as much as a preference than anything else. in fact my choice of image profile and color
science (lightroom) comes down to the same thing which is how the captured image looks to my eye. if you're a

professional you should use your camera's image profile and never mess with it. the only time i mess with it is if i
have to make small 'tweaks' so that the image looks better to me. in other words when i work with digital image

transfer software (dxo optics pro, nikon capture nx2, photoshop and lightroom) i use software for image refinement
(not a dpp or paintshop pro plug-in) only. let's see how some images were taken. the d750 was at f/5.6 with the

12mm lens for the first image and f/5.6 with the 18mm lens for the second image. i use an 18% neutral density (nd)
filter for the second image. an 18% nd should do two things: make the dof (depth of field) smaller but also make the
light you have available to your camera not get blocked by the nd filter. light that passes through the lens is either
not blocked or not blocked enough to get to the sensor so that the camera will use it. so that's my theory, but if you

want to see the 50,000 dollar nikon d750 and d810 as just a normal dslr look at the d750 image with the nd filter. the
d810 shouldn't do much worse. the gh4 was f/4.9 with the 18mm lens for both the first and second image. no nd filter

for the second image as i didn't think it would be necessary.
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included in the fujifilm x-t3 is a programmable ai servo mode with +/-10 ev steps of bulb function. the full "custom
settings" menu of this function is not available in the fujifilm x-t3 camera's built-in menu system. it is available only

when using the fujifilm finepix viewer application and in the custom menu. you cannot do any of the things described
below directly from the camera's menu system or menu system. the fujifilm x-t3 also allows the af and ai servo

settings to be changed via a custom menu item. this function can be used as a way to obtain faster/slower "full-time"
af or ai servo and faster/slower "bulb" mode. it is recommended, when available, that you utilize the custom menu to

change these settings. the data for these settings is still saved in the x-t3's custom menu in hexadecimal (hex)
format. to do so, follow these steps: - press and hold the ok button to activate this function and scroll up and press d

to change the setting back to the default value. this returns the custom menu to the way it was before you first
changed a setting. the fujifilm x-t3 cannot be set to display a live view with an lcd monitor connected while using this
new "custom mode". (the x-t3 does have a locking lcd screen which prevents image tilting. this applies to all fujifilm x

cameras (even the old x-series ones). the fujifilm x-pro 1, x-a3 and x-a5 can be set this way to display a live view
while their live view finder & lcd screens are tethered to an external monitor.) as a result of this limitation, be sure
that the lcd screen is detached when you fire up this new "custom mode" on the fujifilm x-t3. if it is attached when
you attempt to use this new "custom mode" you will have to use the "t" menu to change the viewfinder settings

instead of using the camera's menu system to access the same function. 5ec8ef588b
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